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My Triangle Body Shape, and How I
Learned To Love It
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This season, AbbeyPost introduced an exciting new feature called Shop
Your Shape (http://abbeypost.com/shop-your-shape-10/learn-more). The
goal? To help women understand their natural body shape and how to dress
to fit and flatter their shape. We asked AbbeyPost Blogger, and all around
Awesome Gal, Jen, to explore her own unique body shape. How has her
sense of fashion changed since learning to dress for her shape? This candid

blog is just the story of one woman.
What will your Shop Your Shape story
be? Only you know!

Getting dressed was never easy for
me. By the tender age of 9 years old, I
already knew that my school uniform
was a travesty. It featured the ugliest
plaid known to mankind (green, gray,
black and yellow). Plus, it was heavy,
1970s polyester. Plus it didn’t fit right,
mainly because it wasn’t designed for
people with boobs. High school was all about hunting down clothes that fit
my school’s arbitrary dress code. Whenever I managed to find a pair of pants
without external back pockets (see? arbitrary), I just bought them without
caring about how well they fit or how they actually looked. My entire
personal style was summed up as “avoiding detention”.

After all that effort, I couldn’t bring myself to care about clothes in college, so
I walked around in jeans and baggy sweatshirts. Which probably explains
why I didn’t date much in college. Though in my defense, it was the late
80s/early 90s, so oversized tops and grunge were in style. But the truth is,
hiding in all that extra fabric wasn’t a good look and not as comfortable as it
should’ve been.

When I started working in an office, I looked for clothes that fit the corporate
dress code. Again, it was all about staying out of trouble. Suits were almost
impossible because I needed a different size on the top and the bottom.

Pencil skirts never looked right and dress pants tended to emphasize the
roundness of my stomach and hips (darn, those pleats!).

Through it all, I kept blaming myself.

I had this crazy magical thinking, where I figured if I lost weight, my top and
bottom would become closer to the same size. I’d achieve this miracle with
toning exercises! I’d be perfectly proportioned! I even reasoned that I’d lose
more weight on my lower half because I had more weight there to lose.

No, really. I actually thought this. We all have our blind spots and mine were
my hips. The fact is: our basic body shapes are genetic. They don’t change.
Not with weight loss. Nor with weight gain. They are what they are. But the
30-year-old me couldn’t grasp this basic information.

At some point in my 30s, I realized that I was hoping for the physically
impossible and started shopping with an eye toward a few silhouettes that I
knew worked for my body. But even then, I was only working with partial
information. It wasn’t until my 40s that I discovered that my body was actually

triangle shaped (http://abbeypost.com/shop-your-shape-10/i-know-myshape/triangle). (Once in my teens, my mother told me I was hourglass
shaped and it never occurred to me that she was mistaken. Also, far too
many stylists treat “plus size” like a body shape when it isn’t, so it’s hardly
any wonder I was so confused for so long.)

Finding out that I’m a triangle was as big a revelation as when I discovered it
was OK to dislike sports. It blew my mind! I finally understood why sheath
dresses looked so bad on me! I’d always favored full circle skirts and now it
made sense. They were comfortable and flattering because they fit my waist
properly while leaving enough room for my hips.

Even better, I discovered that I could mimic the look of a sheath dress by
wearing a fitted a-line dress. My full skirts tended towards bohemian. But
with an a-line dress (like Veronika (http://abbeypost.com/veronika.html) – I
have it in plum – love!), I could look polished and put-together, without
constantly worrying that my skirt was pulling across my bottom half, or riding
up, or gaping at the waist.

Once I really understood which clothes worked on my body and why, I could
dress in any style I was in the mood for.

The best part of discovering my body shape was that I stopped blaming
myself when clothes didn’t fit me properly. I realized that some styles were
simply not for me–and that’s OK. Just like I’d never want a rabid sports fan as
a roommate. They could be a great person, but they just wouldn’t be for me.

Knowing that I’m a triangle makes clothes shopping so much easier. And my
shopping trips don’t end in fits of self loathing anymore. Which means that
after all these years, I’ve finally learned to love my clothes–AND my TriangleShaped body!

Ready to learn more about your own body shape? Visit the AbbeyPost Body
Shape Hub (http://abbeypost.com/shop-your-shape-10/learn-more) to learn
more! We’ll give you tips and tutorials to help you learn how to identify your
body shap (http://abbeypost.com/shop-your-shape-10/learn-more)e and
dress to fit and flatter!
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